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A theoretical study on how synchronization and resonance-like phenomena in superparamagnetic

tunnel junctions can be driven by spin-transfer torques is presented. We examine the magnetization

of a superparamagnetic free layer that reverses randomly between two well-defined orientations

due to thermal fluctuations, acting as a stochastic oscillator. When subject to an external ac forcing,

this system can present stochastic resonance and noise-enhanced synchronization. We focus on the

roles of the mutually perpendicular damping-like and field-like torques, showing that the response

of the system is very different at low and high frequencies. We also demonstrate that the field-like

torque can increase the efficiency of the current-driven forcing, especially at sub-threshold electric

currents. These results can be useful for possible low-power, more energy efficient applications.

Published by AIP Publishing. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4962015]

I. INTRODUCTION

Thermal fluctuations in magnetic materials become pro-

gressively more important as the system dimensions are

reduced toward the nanometer scale. A well-known example

is superparamagnetism, where fluctuations lead to random

reversals in the orientation of a magnetic nanoparticle

between two bistable states.1,2 Such phenomena have been

taken on a greater importance with the advent of magnetic

nanostructures, particularly in the context of magnetic data

storage such as hard drive media and magnetoresistive random

access memories, where much effort has been dedicated

toward increasing the energy barrier separating the bistable

states in order to improve the thermal stability. However, such

improvements can come at a cost for deterministic switching.

Using the current-driven spin-transfer torques3,4 (STTs), for

example, the relevant thresholds for a magnetization reversal

also increase with stability. This compromise between the sta-

bility and switching efficiency is a fundamental and applied

problem that has stimulated much research over the past few

decades.5

A different approach to be explored in spintronic devi-

ces is to see thermal fluctuations as an advantageous effect,

rather than a nuisance.6 One possible way to make use of

thermal agitation is through stochastic resonance (SR), a

phenomenon in which the addition of noise to a nonlinear

system confers greater sensitivity for detecting weak peri-

odic signals.7–9 The effect is characterized by a resonance-

like response in the signal to noise ratio that appears at an

optimal non-zero noise level. In biological systems, SR

appears in a number of different contexts being exploited in

a variety of systems in nature,10 such as the enhancement of

information transfer in the mechanoreceptors of crayfish11

and in the enhanced neural processing in a sensory system of

crickets.12 Stochastic resonance has also been observed in

magnetic systems,13 with recent examples involving current-

driven dynamics in magnetoresistive multilayers.14–17 For

nanoscale spintronic devices such as magnetic tunnel junc-

tions (MTJs), it has been suggested that stochastic resonance

and noise-enhanced synchronization might be useful tools

for low-power information processing schemes that draw

much of the required energy from the thermal bath of the

environment.6

The magnetic tunnel junctions typically comprise a free

magnetic layer and a reference magnetic layer, where the lat-

ter can be a composite structure such as an exchange-biased

synthetic antiferromagnet. From an information storage per-

spective, it would be desirable to maximize the thermal stabil-

ity of the free layer magnetization, such that the probability of

thermal fluctuations driving magnetization reversal remains

low. On the other hand, the desired feature for a stochastic

oscillator is the thermally driven transitions between the free

layer magnetic states. As such, MTJs are good candidates for

noise-enhanced applications, particularly at sub-100 nm scales

where certain material structures can result in a superparamag-

netic state at room temperature.6 A particular feature of the

current-driven torques in magnetic tunnel junctions is the

presence of two components: the usual damping-like term,3,4

which represents a nonconservative torque, and a field-like

torque18–20 (FLT), which appears like an effective field in the

equations of motion. The motivation here is to understand

how the interplay between the conservative and nonconserva-

tive driving terms will influence the stochastic dynamics of

such a system.

In this paper, we examine theoretically how synchroni-

zation and resonance-like phenomena in superparamagnetic

tunnel junctions can be driven by spin-transfer torques and

how the different torques will affect the response of the sys-

tem. We consider a superparamagnetic free layer state,
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which reverses randomly between the two well-defined ori-

entations as a result of thermal fluctuations, giving rise to

telegraph noise. Because an average frequency can be associ-

ated with such reversals, we can consider this system as a

stochastic oscillator.

The article is organized as follows. In Section II, we

describe the model used and the simulation method

employed to study the stochastic dynamics. In Section III,

we present results of stochastic resonance and synchroniza-

tion to different amplitudes of periodic input electric cur-

rents while changing the temperature. A detailed analysis

on the role of the different spin-torque components is given

in Section IV, where we show the existence of two different

regimes: the low frequency (LF) one, where both spin-

transfer torques contribute, and the high frequency (HF)

regime, where the FLT appears to be the most important

term driving the dynamics. Conclusions are presented in

Section V.

II. MODEL AND SIMULATION METHODS

A. Model and geometry

The free layer of the magnetic tunnel junction is assumed

to be elliptical with lateral dimensions of 150 � 50 nm and a

thickness of 2 nm. We take x and y to represent the long and

short axes of the ellipse, respectively, and z to represent the

direction perpendicular to the film plane. We assume that

the free layer magnetization M is uniform and treat its

dynamics in the macrospin approximation. As such, the mag-

netization orientation can be described by the unit vector

m ¼ ðmx;my;mzÞ �M=Ms. In the absence of any applied

magnetic fields, the magnetic energy of the free layer can be

expressed as

E mð Þ ¼ 1

2
l0M2

s V m2
z � qm2

x

� �
; (1)

where ẑ is the hard axis, representing the demagnetizing fields

due to the thin film geometry, and x̂ is the easy axis associated

with the shape anisotropy of the elliptical dot whose strength

is given by q, where q� 1. The system possesses two stable

equilibrium points at mx ¼ 61 that correspond to parallel (P)

and antiparallel (AP) orientations of the free layer with respect

to the reference layer [Fig. 1(a)]. For the simulations consid-

ered here, we assumed a saturation magnetization of Ms ¼ 4

�105 A=m, an anisotropy constant q¼ 2/150, and a volume

V ¼ ð4p=3Þ � 1� 25� 75 nm3. These parameters lead to a

sufficiently low energy barrier, E0, for the MTJ such that the

telegraph noise is observed even at temperatures lower than

the room temperature, as depicted in Fig. 1(c).

The telegraph noise is an indicative of the superpara-

magnetic behavior and represents a series of random rever-

sals of the magnetization orientation between the two

equilibrium points and oscillations around these points,

driven entirely by thermal fluctuations. We can consider the

problem as a thermally activated particle in a double well

potential with minima located at mx ¼ 61 and assume that

the statistical distribution of the m values is proportional to

the Boltzmann factor e�D, with D � E0=kBT and kB being

the Boltzmann constant, meaning that the probability of find-

ing m far from its equilibrium points is low, but that random

transitions between P and AP orientations increase with T.

This thermally activated hopping between the two stable

states can be described by an Arrhenius rate rT ¼ r0e�D,

where r0 is an attempt frequency related to the intra-well

dynamics. Since these thermally driven reversals of m persist

indefinitely without any external force, the MTJ effectively

behaves as a stochastic oscillator.6

FIG. 1. (a) Schematic MTJ showing the

free and reference layers. The free layer

magnetization has two stable positions:

P, with mx¼ 1, and AP, with mx¼ –1.

(b) A generic double well potential V(x)

with thermal noise. As the temperature

grows, E0=kBT gets smaller and the

probability of the system going from

one stable state to the other gets higher.

(c) Telegraph noise of the free layer of

the MTJ at T¼ 200 K shows mx oscil-

lating between its two equilibrium

points.
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The thermal macrospin dynamics is described by the

stochastic Landau–Lifshitz equation21,22 with the additional

spin torque terms3,23

1

j
dm sð Þ

ds
¼ �m sð Þ � heff sð Þ þ bj sð Þp̂

� �
�m sð Þ � m sð Þ � aheff sð Þ þ aj sð Þp̂

� �� �
; (2)

where s � cMst is a dimensionless time, c ¼ 2:21� 105 m=
ðA sÞ being the gyromagnetic ratio, a ¼ 0:01 is the Gilbert

damping constant, j � 1=ð1þ a2Þ, and p̂ is a unit vector

representing the orientation of the reference layer responsi-

ble for the spin polarization. The dimensionless effective

field, heffðsÞ ¼ hEðsÞ þ hTðsÞ, consists of two components.

The first represents the deterministic part that is associated

with the magnetic energy given in Eq. (1)

hE � � 1

l0M2
s V
rmE ¼ qmxx̂ � mzẑ: (3)

The second term, hTðsÞ, is the one that accounts for the ther-

mal fluctuations. This stochastic field represents a Gaussian

white noise with no correlation between its different

Cartesian components ði; jÞ ¼ ðx; y; zÞ

hhT
i ðsÞi ¼ 0; hhT

i ðsÞ hT
j ðs0Þi ¼ D dij dðs� s0Þ; (4)

where the diffusion constant, D, is a measure of the tem-

perature and is determined by the fluctuation-dissipation

theorem24

D ¼ 2akBT

l0M2
s V
: (5)

In addition to the effective fields, the torques due to a time-

varying spin-polarized current perpendicular to the films

planes are also included.3,25 The spin torques involve a field-

like term characterized by the amplitude bjðsÞ and the

damping-like term characterized by ajðsÞ, where the latter is

given by

aj sð Þ ¼ lBgI sð Þ
cjejM2

s V
: (6)

Here, lB is the Bohr magneton, g is the spin polarization of

the current, jej is the elementary charge, c ¼ 2:2� 105 m=
ðA sÞ is the gyromagnetic constant, and IðsÞ is the time-

dependent electric current. For the remainder of the paper,

the strength of the field-like torque is always taken to be a

fraction of aj. We assume that the spin polarization is defined

by the orientation of the fixed reference layer magnetization

of the magnetic tunnel junction, which is taken to be p̂ � x̂

in what follows. In this case, ajðsÞ > 0 favors the parallel

state, while ajðsÞ < 0 favors the anti-parallel state.

The time variation of the spin torques is defined by an

oscillatory function nðsÞ, such that ajðsÞ ¼ ajnðsÞ and bjðsÞ
¼ bjnðsÞ. These terms are related to the applied current that

can also be represented as the product of a fixed amplitude,

IAC, and the time dependent component as IðsÞ ¼ IACnðsÞ.
For this study, we considered a square wave function nðsÞ ¼ 61

that has an input frequency fin.

B. Simulation methods

We studied the stochastic macrospin dynamics by numer-

ically integrating the equations of motion [Eq. (2)] for differ-

ent parameters such as the input ac frequency, temperature,

the amplitude of the applied electric current (ac forcing), and

the ratio bj=aj. Because Eq. (2) represents a nonlinear

Langevin equation with multiplicative noise, we use the

Stratonovich interpretation26,27 for the time integration of our

stochastic differential equations. We verified that jmj ¼ 1 is

preserved to guarantee the correctness of the numerical

scheme. The thermal field, hT, is drawn from a standard nor-

mal distributionNð0; 1Þ

hT
i ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
D

Ds

r
N 0; 1ð Þ; (7)

where Ds ¼ 0:01 is the integration time-step used for the

numerical simulations. We employed the Mersenne Twister28

algorithm for random number generation, which is imple-

mented in the GNU Scientific Library.

The magnetization projection mx determines the tunnel

magnetoresistance, which allows the use of mx as the system

output to compute the average transition rate between the two

stable states, which we can see as an output frequency. Because

of the stochastic nature of the problem, the input signal can

have a well defined frequency but the output needs to be under-

stood as an average frequency, hfouti, that we define as half the

number of mx reversals Nrev over the total computed time tT

hfouti �
Nrev

2tT
: (8)

To ensure that hfouti is a statistically significant average, we

used very long integration times and repeated several times

the simulations for each data point, especially for low tem-

perature and low frequency cases. For clarity, we keep fin
and hfouti as the input and average output frequencies mea-

sured in S.I. units but also make use of a ratio of these values

to the thermal transition rate at 293 K, C, for easier compari-

son among different dynamics. The thermal transition rate

corresponds to the average number of back and forth transi-

tions between the P and AP states in the free running system,

with no applied current, counted in the same way as defined

by Eq. (8). In our case, C � 28 MHz.

It is important to check whether the input and output sig-

nals are correlated. We use the following quantity as a mea-

sure of this correlation:

r ¼
X

n

mn
x � nn sð Þ

N
; (9)

which represents the product between x-component of the

magnetization at every numerical iteration n (mn
x) and the

input signal nnðsÞ ¼ 61. This is averaged over the total

number of iterations N. Essentially, the correlation will be a

measure of the fraction of time that the output mx responds

to the input nðsÞ and can be used to evaluate how changing

the system parameters affects this response and as a measure

of stochastic resonance.
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In Sections III and IV, we present the results of the

numerical simulations for several cases. The dynamical

response of the system can vary depending on the presence

or absence of the field-like torque, bj, the temperature, T, the

input frequency, fin, and the amplitude of the input signal,

IAC. The cases where we are changing the bj=aj ratio are

explicitly indicated on the figures. For the cases when noth-

ing is mentioned, we use a default value of bj ¼ 0:3aj. The

critical current for a magnetization reversal at null tempera-

ture changes if the ratio bj=aj is changed, so we make use of

two critical currents, Ic1 and Ic2, for the cases where bj ¼ 0:0
and bj ¼ 0:3aj, respectively. At any T 6¼ 0, the current neces-

sary to obtain a magnetization reversal will be less than the

zero temperature value, which allows the use of subthreshold

currents.

III. STOCHASTIC RESONANCE AND
SYNCHRONIZATION

We start analyzing the occurrence of stochastic resonance

when the magnetic tunnel junction is subject to a subthreshold

ac signal by computing the correlation r as a function of tem-

perature [Fig. 2(a)]. For a fixed input frequency fin¼ 2.8 MHz,

or 0:1C, the correlation grows for the increasing applied

current, with the peak values going from r � 0:6 at IAC

¼ 0:2Ic2 to r � 0:9 at IAC ¼ 0:7Ic2. The correlation peaks

almost at the same temperature (T� 280 K) for all the ampli-

tudes of applied current, IAC ¼ 0:2Ic2; 0:3Ic2; 0:5Ic2, and

0:7Ic2, but the shape of the curve and the maximum correlation

value will change, with the peak becoming less distinct at

higher values of electric current. The temperature at which the

peak happens is mainly determined by the input frequency,

since SR maxima are associated with time matching criteria9

between the average waiting times of thermally activated hop-

ping and the oscillations of the external periodic forcing.

Because of this relation, the correlation peak corresponding to

smaller values of fin will happen at a lower temperature than

the peak for higher values of the input frequency. This can be

seen in Fig. 2(c) where we keep the amplitude of the electric

current at IAC ¼ 0:5Ic2 and increase fin to 5.6 MHz (0:2C), and

to 14 MHz (0:5C). The correlation maximum is reduced and

moves to higher temperature values.

Another important feature of this system is a locking of

the output frequency to the input that can happen for some

temperature interval. This frequency-locking appears as the

thermally activated transitions become synchronous to the

forcing frequency, which results in the average output fre-

quency, hfouti, approaching fin for a range of temperatures, or

inside a locking-region. In Fig. 2(b), we can see what hap-

pens to the average output frequency as we increase the

amplitude of the ac forcing from IAC¼ 0 to IAC¼ 0.3, 0.5,

and 0:7Ic2. As the external forcing grows, hfouti deviates

from the thermal transition rate (IAC ¼ 0:0Ic2) and

approaches the horizontal line that marks fin¼ 2.8 MHz. Not

surprisingly, a higher ac amplitude value creates a better

locking between the frequencies, widening the temperature

interval where hfouti � fin. Although hfouti approaches fin,

from T� 60 K to T� 200 K for IAC ¼ 0:7Ic2, they do not

match exactly because of the existence of random switching

between states. This leads to additional reversals that do not

follow IðsÞ and increase hfouti. For the same reason, the cor-

relation is not perfect, i.e., r < 1, as these additional reversal

events, or “glitches,” decrease r.

It is easier to understand the relation between hfouti and

the correlation as the temperature changes by plotting these

quantities together for the same applied current, as shown in

Fig. 3(a). The three points A (T¼ 100 K), B (T¼ 280 K), and

C (T¼ 480 K) indicate different regimes. At point A, r and

hfouti are low because at low temperature, the system is

rarely able to overcome the energy barrier. By increasing T,

the correlation grows while the average output frequency

stays close to the value of fin¼ 2.8 MHz, until getting to

point B, when the correlation peaks at r � 0:85 and the

frequency-locking no longer exists since hfouti is now grow-

ing exponentially. Finally, at point C, the average output fre-

quency is very far from the input frequency, but the

correlation is still strong. This kind of behavior is easy to

understand looking at Fig. 3(b), where the temporal evolu-

tion of mxðtÞ and nðtÞ is presented. The correlation stays

strong at T¼ 480 K because the glitches that increase hfouti
are fast, so the magnetization quickly comes back to the state

favored by the input signal and the total fraction of time the

system is correlated remains high.

FIG. 2. (a) Correlation for different amplitudes of the applied electric cur-

rent (IAC ¼ 0:2Ic2; 0:3Ic2; 0:5Ic2, and 0:7Ic2) with a constant input fre-

quency, fin¼ 2.8 MHz, as a function of the temperature. As IAC grows, the

stochastic resonance curves broaden, and the peak becomes less distinct. (b)

Plot of hfouti as function of temperature. Increasing the amplitude of the

external force makes hfouti approach the input frequency inside an interval

of temperature values. (c) Correlation for IAC ¼ 0:5Ic2 and fin¼ 2.8 MHz

(0:1C), 5.6 MHz (0:2C), and 14 MHz (0:5C). The maximum is smaller and

happens at higher temperatures as the input frequency increases.
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The mismatch between the input driving signal and the

magnetization reversals can be characterized in terms of phase

diffusion by examining how the relative phase between the

magnetization and driving signal evolves with time.6 This can

be cast in terms of a discrete one-dimensional random walk

problem where þ1 is assigned to the case where the driving

signal and magnetization state are in phase, and �1 to the

case when they are not. Using phase analysis, it is possible to

get to an analytic expression for the output frequency in terms

of the amplitude of the input signal, noise, and fin.
29,30

However, the locking between output and input frequencies

predicted with this formalism is better than the numerical

results we obtained, with a matching hfouti=fin very close to 1

for a larger interval of temperatures, or noise. The reason for

this is that the theory relies on the adiabatic limit and rests on

the assumption that the input amplitude, noise amplitude, and

phase difference are the only factors contributing to the out-

put. In our analysis, it is clear that both stochastic resonance

and frequency-locking have an adiabatic character, meaning

that only input frequencies lower than the natural transition

rate of the system will produce strong results, but even these

low frequency values will not match exactly the adiabatic

limit.

To fully understand the behavior of the system, it is nec-

essary to take into consideration its different response to dif-

ferent input frequencies, which means that the HF and LF

regimes obey different dynamics. Higher values of fin will be

less effective to promote correlation, having a smaller peak

value that happens at a higher temperature. Changing fin
from 2.8 MHz to 14 MHz reduces the peak correlation by

approximately 25%, for example. A similar result is found

when the output frequency is analyzed, considering the tem-

perature interval where hfouti=fin � 1, with the locking region

becoming smaller as the input frequency grows. It is still

noteworthy that even with a small ac amplitude of 20% of

the critical value [Fig. 2], it is possible to reach a peak corre-

lation of r � 0:6, which is indicative of how stochastic reso-

nance can be used in more energy efficient devices where a

considerable amount of the operating power comes from the

thermal bath of the environment.

IV. ROLE OF DIFFERENT SPIN TORQUE
COMPONENTS

In the analysis so far, we have examined cases in which

the ratio between the field-like and damping-like spin tor-

ques has been kept constant, at bj=aj ¼ 0:3. In this section,

we examine the role of these components, which result in

different dynamical responses of the system. The differences

associated with variations of the damping-like term and of

the FLT appear in the average output frequency and in the

correlation and are dependent on the input frequency, so we

make a separate analysis of the low frequency and high fre-

quency cases.

A. Low frequency

We start taking a closer look at the low frequency

regime (fin � C), where it is possible to observe stochastic

resonance, high correlation, and frequency-locking. We ana-

lyze the results produced by different bj=aj ratios while keep-

ing the input frequency fixed and changing the temperature,

and also for the opposite case of fixed temperature while

changing fin.

First, we compare the correlation and average output fre-

quency as functions of temperature for two cases, bj=aj ¼ 0:0
and 0.3, with the same input frequency fin ¼ 0:1C (Fig. 4).

Since the ratio bj=aj changes the critical current, we must use

the two different currents Ic1, for bj=aj ¼ 0:0, and Ic2, for

bj=aj ¼ 0:3, with Ic1 > Ic2, as parameters to ensure we are

seeing changes caused by the field-like torque and not simply

by an increased amplitude of the applied current with respect

to the critical current. In both cases, we set the applied current

FIG. 3. (a) Correlation (Corr.) and hfouti (Freq.) for IAC ¼ 0:5Ic2 and fin
¼ 2.8 MHz. As the temperature increases, the correlation peaks at T¼ 280 K

(point B) and decreases slowly, while hfouti overcomes the locking region

and then grows exponentially. (b) Time traces showing mxðtÞ and nðtÞ=2 at

points A (T¼ 100 K), B (T¼ 280 K), and C (T¼ 480 K) for IAC ¼ 0:5Ic2.
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to be 70% of the threshold value, namely, IAC ¼ 0:7Ic1 and

IAC ¼ 0:7Ic2. The presence of the field-like torque increases

both the correlation and the range that hfouti is locked to the

input, indicating a higher efficiency of the spin transfer tor-

ques at avoiding unwanted random reversals caused by ther-

mal agitation.

A known fact of stochastic resonance systems is that the

resonance-like behavior that appears as the noise changes

does not appear when the input frequency is the variable being

changed, with the system showing a essentially monotonic

response.31 We now analyze how hfouti and the correlation

changes as function of fin [Figs. 5(a) and 5(b), respectively]

for different aj and bj amplitudes at the same temperature

T¼ 300 K. At very low frequencies, there is a linear growth in

the average output frequency with fin and the correlation is

high, getting close to the limit r¼ 1 as fin ! 0. The correla-

tion and the locking of the output frequency to the input will

increase with increasing IAC and bj=aj ratio, but quickly

decrease with increasing input frequency, as can be seen from

the presented curves with IAC ¼ 1:3Ic1 (no FLT), 0:7Ic2

(bj=aj ¼ 0:3 and 0.6), and 0:5Ic2 ðbj=aj ¼ 0:3Þ. When fin gets

close to twice the value of the average thermal transition rate

C, the correlation is almost zero and hfouti essentially no lon-

ger has a linear dependence on fin. The average output and

input frequencies never match exactly because of unavoidable

thermally activated phase slips. Testing the cases of an above-

threshold current IAC ¼ 1:3Ic1, with no field-like torque, and

of an increased FLT component bj ¼ 0:6aj, with IAC ¼ 0:7Ic2,

the result is that both average output frequency and correlation

will have a stronger response to larger applied currents than to

an increased field-like torque at low frequency. Nevertheless,

larger bj=aj ratios require in general smaller applied currents

to get similar rates of correlation and frequency-locking when

compared to a lower or zero FLT.

B. High frequency

The amplitude of the field-like torque component can

change the transition rates and affect the system dynamics at

low frequency, but these variations become more pronounced

in the high frequency regime (fin � C). We start the HF

analysis by evaluating hfouti=C as a function of temperature

[Fig. 6]. Again, we plot the pure thermal transition rate curve

(I¼ 0), with no applied current, in order to compare it with

three cases where the input frequency is fixed at fin ¼ 50C,

but the electric current and the ratio bj=aj are changed. We

use the ratios bj=aj ¼ 0:0 with IAC ¼ 0:7Ic1; bj=aj ¼ 0:3 with

IAC ¼ 0:7Ic2, and bj=aj ¼ 0:6 with IAC ¼ 0:7Ic2 to show that

increasing the ratio bj=aj, for the same input frequency,

increases the average output frequency with increasing tem-

perature, which causes a deviation of the curve from the ther-

mal transition rate. This high frequency effect is probably

FIG. 4. Correlation (Corr.) and hfouti=fin (Freq.) as functions of temperature

with (bj ¼ 0:3aj) and without the FLT, for fin ¼ 0:1C. The presence of the

field-like torque increases both the correlation and the frequency-locking

range, indicating a greater efficiency at similar amplitudes of the input

signal.

FIG. 5. (a) Ratio hfouti=C and (b) correlation as functions of fin=C for four

different input currents at low frequency: 1:3Ic1 with bj=aj ¼ 0:0; 0:7Ic2

with bj=aj ¼ 0:3 and 0.6, and 0:5Ic2 with bj=aj ¼ 0:3. The black line shows

hfouti ¼ fin.

FIG. 6. Average output frequency of the system increases for higher values

of the FLT at high input frequency, in the case fin ¼ 50C. I¼ 0 is the purely

thermal transition rate curve, while bj=aj ¼ 0:0 has IAC ¼ 0:7Ic1, and

bj=aj ¼ 0:3 and bj=aj ¼ 0:6 both have IAC ¼ 0:7Ic2. No frequency-locking is

observed in this regime.
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caused by the field-like torque response because of the dif-

ferent ways that aj and bj enter in Eq. (2). While bj appears

on the precession term (fast dynamics) of the Landau-

Lifshitz equation, the damping-like term represents a slow

dynamics contribution, becoming less important at high

input frequencies due to its adiabatic nature.

We have already shown that when the noise level is

changed, the system can show stochastic resonance and a

locking, or synchronization, to the input signal. A similar

frequency-locking also appears when varying the input fre-

quency at LF, as shown in Fig. 5(a), but in this case, the

response of the system does not present a resonant behavior.

At HF, this picture changes: the frequency-locking disap-

pears but now the high amplitude resonance peaks will occur

as long as the field-like torque is present in the system. This

can be seen in Fig. 7 where we show the computed average

output frequency for a wide range of fin values, different

applied currents, bj=aj ratios, and two different temperatures.

After the initial low frequency tail, where hfouti follows fin,

there is a significant increase in the output frequency, with

the appearance of three peaks in the cases where bj is not

null. The peaks happen around fin ¼ 30C; 60C, and 90C,

with the major resonance-like maximum close to fin ¼ 60C.

The higher frequency peak, seen around fin ¼ 90C, is easier

to notice in the cases where T¼ 200 K [Fig. 7(a)]. These two

major peaks are present only when the field-like torque is

included and they grow as the ratio bj=aj increases, indicat-

ing the influence of the FLT on the transition rates, but the

first peak, at lower frequency, also seems to appear for the

curve with IAC ¼ 1:3Ic1 and bj¼ 0.

To explain these peaks, we examine the deterministic

precession term of the Landau-Lifshitz equation (2), mainly

responsible for the high frequency dynamics, that can be

written as a system of three first order non-linear coupled

equations

_mx ¼ mymz; (10)

_my ¼ �mxmz � qmxmz � bjðsÞmz; (11)

_mz ¼ qmxmy þ bjðsÞmy; (12)

where bjðsÞ enters directly on _my and _mz equations but not

on _mx. This differs from the low frequency (damping term)

of Eq. (2), where aj is present in all the components. The

complete system of equations cannot be solved analytically

(except for some specific cases), so we will concentrate on

Equations (10)–(12). The two different cases of the high fre-

quency precession involve in-plane oscillations around the

stable points jmxj ¼ 1 and out-of-plane large amplitude

oscillation with mz close to an average value hmz1i and mx

and my ranging from �1 to þ1. Therefore, we can try to find

the “natural frequencies” x0 and x1 for these cases, remem-

bering to understand the results as an average approximation

due to the stochastic nature of the problem.

In the first case, we can consider mx � 1 and set bj¼ 0.

This makes my and mz obey two harmonic oscillator equations

€my;z ¼ �qð1þ qÞmy;z; (13)

with the natural frequency given by the Kittel’s formula x0

¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
qð1þ qÞ

p
� 0:116 that corresponds to �53C¼ 1:48GHz.

This is probably associated with the larger amplitude peak

because bjðsÞ is able to amplify the my;z oscillations, which

increases the chances of a magnetization reversal and conse-

quently also increases hfouti. For the second case, we can pro-

ceed in the same way, except that now we consider

mz ¼ hmz1i and set _mz � 0. This means that these reversals

happen with mz keeping an average value hmz1i while rotat-

ing about the z axis, forced by the demagnetizing field. The

two harmonic oscillator equations generated for mx and my

are

€mx;y ¼ �hmz1i2ð1þ qÞmx;y; (14)

with a natural frequency x1 ¼ hmz1i
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ð1þ qÞ

p
. The numeri-

cal results show that during this type of motion hmz1i
� 0:066 giving cMsx1=ð2pÞ � 30C. Therefore, 2x1 corre-

sponds to approximately 60C and 3x1 to � 90C. Together

with the value obtained for x0, these results can account for

the HF resonance peaks as a combination of influences of in-

plane and out-of-plane oscillations induced by the field-like

and damping-like torques that increase the transitions

between P and AP magnetization states. The effect is similar

to the non-adiabatic stochastic resonance reported in Ref. 14,

FIG. 7. Plot of hfouti=C as a function of fin=C at T¼ 200 K (a) and at

T¼ 300 K (b) for different applied currents, and bj=aj ratios. Three peaks are

visible, with the major one happening close to 60C, and smaller ones around

30C and 90C. The peaks are associated with resonances of natural frequen-

cies of oscillation of m, and their amplitudes are dependent on the parame-

ters of the system. Insets in (a) and (b): the correlation as a function of fin=C
shows a small negative peak close to fin ¼ 95C.
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although the cause is different. These fast out-of-plane oscil-

lations are not constant, but occur in short bursts that are

assisted by bjðsÞ oscillations that oppose _mz and stabilize mz

around hmz1i, allowing several reversals to occur before the

magnetization relaxes toward one of the equilibrium points.

Also, because of the high frequency of the input signal, var-

iations in ajðsÞ and bjðsÞ are faster than mx reversals, creating

a time delay between them. This kind of behavior causes the

small peak with a negative correlation, seen in the insets of

Fig. 7, close to fin ¼ 95C.

To verify that these results are not caused only by the

amplitude of the applied current, we tested the cases of above-

threshold currents IAC ¼ 1:3Ic1 with bj ¼ 0:0 and IAC ¼ 1:3Ic2

with bj ¼ 0:3aj and analyzed the correlation as a function of

the input frequency for the same cases. It is important to notice

that the curves obtained with IAC ¼ 0:7Ic2 and bj ¼ 0:6aj and

with IAC ¼ 1:3Ic2 and bj ¼ 0:3aj are very similar at both tem-

peratures. This means that the amplitude of the field-like tor-

que is the meaningful variable in this case, rather than the ratio

bj=aj. If we take ðIAC=Ic2Þðbj=ajÞ as the FLT amplitude, we

get similar values for these cases, so both curves in Fig. 7 have

almost the same field-like torque amplitude. This is the reason

for different system parameters creating almost the same

response.

Although high input frequencies can increase hfouti, this

effect is limited by the capacity of the system to respond to

the external forcing, meaning that for very high frequency val-

ues, the spin torques will no longer affect the system and the

transition rates between states will be caused only by thermal

fluctuations. This can be seen in Fig. 7 when for fin > 100C,

the average output frequency approaches purely thermal rates

for T¼ 300 K and T¼ 200 K, while the correlation tends to

zero. The same kind of behavior can be obtained when hfouti
is computed for different input frequencies, and fixed applied

current and ratio bj=aj while changing the temperature. By

performing this for fin ¼ 10C; 50C; 60C, and 100C, one

observes that hfouti deviates from the thermal transition rate

curve, increasing from fin ¼ 10C to fin ¼ 60C, but that a fur-

ther increase to fin ¼ 100C makes the average output fre-

quency to drop and approach the thermal transition rate, in

good agreement to what happens when the input frequency is

the variable, as in Fig. 7. These results demonstrate that the

external forcing that the system is subjected must be some

function of aj, bj, and fin and that at really high frequencies,

even the field-like torque becomes unable to influence the sys-

tem dynamics, after an interval where it is the dominating

term.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

We have studied the role of different noise levels on the

stochastic dynamics of the free layer magnetization. In the

equations of motion, this noise enters as a random field and

its amplitude depends on the temperature. However, this

approach assumes that the magnetic parameters, such as the

saturation magnetization or anisotropy, are independent of

the temperature. While it is known that such quantities can

possess a nontrivial dependence on the temperature, such

variations are material dependent and it is beyond the scope

of this article to account for them quantitatively. Our results

could be directly applied to cases in which thermal noise is

introduced by other means, such as through the application

of an external random field. Experimental results demon-

strate that the free layer of a superparamagnetic tunnel junc-

tion exhibits frequency-locking when electric noise, playing

the role of thermal agitation, is injected in the junction.32

Our model is based on the assumption that the spin tor-

ques do not possess any additional angular dependence

beyond the vector products given in Eq. (2), i.e., aj and bj are

assumed not to depend on m � p̂, which is the case for a con-

stant applied voltage in magnetic tunnel junctions.33 In the

case of asymmetry in the torques, this could be at least par-

tially compensated by an external bias. In general, the exter-

nal bias (fields or voltages) can create or compensate

asymmetries on the transition rates between P and AP states

or on the critical value of applied current for magnetization

reversal. Although not considering asymmetry scenarios, the

work provides a description for different scenarios involving

the field-like and damping-like torques, so we expect that the

essential features are captured here for realistic devices.

The choices for the size of the junction and the values of

material parameters were influenced by experiments6 and

energy considerations. The macrospin approximation should

not be a problem, especially because superparamagnetic tun-

nel junctions can be scaled down34 to (or below) 10 nm in

which case the macrospin approximation should apply. At

any rate, the important point here is to understand, in general

terms, the interplay between the thermal noise and spin-

torques in stochastic phenomena involving bistable systems.

In summary, we have studied phenomena related to the

stochastic dynamics in magnetic tunnel junctions using numer-

ical simulations. We have shown that the free layer magnetiza-

tion, in a superparamagnetic state, can respond effectively to

subthreshold ac input currents presenting noise-enhanced syn-

chronization and stochastic resonance while exhibiting addi-

tional features related to the precessional dynamics of the

magnetization. We have also demonstrated the importance of

field-like spin torques in addition to their damping-like coun-

terparts, where distinct low- and high-frequency response can

be observed. These results will be useful for possible low-

power applications in which such stochastic oscillators can be

used for new information processing paradigms.
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